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Abstract. Experiments with the Dynamic Ergodic Divertor (DED) on TEXTOR are dis-
cussed. For the visualization of ergodized magnetic field lines, relativistic runaway electrons
are applied. The ergodization causes an enhanced loss rate; this loss is higher for low relativis-
tic electrons than for highly relativistic ones, in good agreement with particle orbit mapping.
Another application of the DED-perturbation field is the suppression of ELMs during the
limiter H-mode. Since the threshold of the H-mode is only barely exceeded in TEXTOR, the
ELM-suppression leads to a reduction of the confinement. A mode of spontaneous density
built-up has been found for the TEXTOR-DED as well. This mode is in particular strong for
an inward shifted plasma; the built-up has a resonant character with respect toq(a). Langmuir
measurements with two probe arrays show a strong influence of the ergodization on the edge
values ofTe,ne andEr . The properties of edge turbulence and turbulence-driven flux are also
profoundly modified.

1.Introduction
The importance of magnetic field stochastization for stability, transport heat and parti-

cle control in both tokamaks and stellarators is increasingly recognized. The main aim for
proposing ergodization of magnetic fields in tokamaks was the distribution of the power to a
large fraction of the walls[1] which is still an issue for large scale steady state fusion devices.
In this picture the transport of particle and power was treated as a diffusive process which
should lead to a broadening of the scrape-off layer and a widening of the contact zone be-
tween plasma and wall. Subsequent experiments at different devices such as TEXT, JFT-2M,
Tore Supra and TEXTOR [2, 4, 5, 6, 3], have shown the importance of the open magnetic
field lines which intersect the walls and impose again a localized interaction zone between
plasma and the walls. This zone of field lines with relatively short connection length is called
laminar zone.

The interest in ergodic field grew rapidly beyond its original proposal. It was found that
the external perturbation imposes a helical divertor structure and that the required external
field for imposing a divertor is about an order of magnitude smaller than for a conventional
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poloidal divertor [7]. Typical topics of divertor research were plasma detachment [8], impu-
rity shielding or heat deposition; indirectly linked with the divertor aspect are the confinement
improvement [9] and turbulence suppression of large scale turbulent eddies [10], [11]. An-
other application is the mitigation of edge localized modes (ELMs) [12]. Here, recent experi-
ments show the disappearance of strong low frequency ELMs, while maintaining the H-mode
pedestal pressure and thus the plasma confinement [13].

In this article we concentrate on few aspects of the DED plasma only, on the visualization
of ergodic structures by runaway electron test particles, on the mitigation of ELMs, on con-
finement improvements and on the influence on edge turbulence and turbulent transport by
the DED.

2. Experimental set up
The main component of the DED is a set of magnetic perturbation coils the purpose of

which is to ergodize the magnetic field structure in the plasma edge region; these coils are
located inside the vacuum vessel at the high field side of the torus. The set consists of 16 in-
dividual coils (4 quadruples) plus two compensation coils. The individual perturbation coils,
each winding once around the torus, follow the direction of the equilibrium magnetic field of
the plasma edge (i.e. helically); the radial location of enhanced interaction where the helical
pitch of the coils exactly matches that of the equilibrium field can be fine-tuned e.g. by vary-
ing the plasma current. By this means, a resonant effect of the external perturbation field is
obtained on the edge plasma at a pre-selected radius whereby a perturbation current of only
15 kA is sufficient to create a stochastic structure.

The five main perturbation modes are centered atm/n = 12/4; this has been selected be-
cause it creates only small local perturbations (magnetic islands) and avoids undesired dis-
turbances in the plasma core. By connecting certain perturbation coils, the use of lowerm
andn is possible, which is of interest for exciting and systematically analyzing modes lo-
cated deeper inside the torus; these modes are called them/n = 6/2 and 3/1 base modes. The
experiments have shown that them/n = 6/2 base mode is the best scenario for the divertor
operation on TEXTOR while them/n = 3/1 base mode is the optimum choice for the study
of MHD phenomena such as the excitation of tearing modes.

The DED has the unique feature that the perturbation field is not only static as in most
other devices but that it has the option of rotation. To our knowledge only the small research
tokamak CSTN [14] at Nagoya University has similar features and - at low perturbation
current levels - also the TEXT [15] tokamak. The DED can be operated DC, around 50 Hz
or at 7 frequencies in the band from 1 kHz to 10 kHz. At low perturbation current (1.5 kA),
the perturbation field can be applied across the whole frequency band of interest for feedback
stabilisation experiments.

3. Runaway electrons
A new method to visualize processes due to the ergodization is the detection of runaway

electrons as test particles; the runaways are measured by synchrotron radiation, super-thermal
electron cyclotron emission (ECE) and hard X-rays from relativistic runaway electrons. ECE
and synchrotron radiation are both electromagnetic radiation emitted from the accelerated
electrons. ECE is line radiation emitted at the electron cyclotron frequency and at the few
first harmonics. In typical plasmas of fusion devices, the ECE radiation is optically thick, i.e.
it has a large probability of being re-absorbed. The measurement of optically thick black body
radiation is a standard method for the determination of the electron temperature. In runaway
discharges, the measured EC-radiation is a factor of 4 to 10 above the thermal level. Since
the radiation is emitted perpendicular to the magnetic field lines, the energy of the emitting
electrons is at most barely relativistic. A quantitative evaluation of the number of runaways
from the ECE intensity is very difficult because of its re-absorption in the plasma.
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Figure 1:Poincaré plots for the orbits of barely (a) and highly (b) relativistic runaway electrons. With
increasing energy, the orbits are strongly shifted to the low field side and the ergodization has of the
magnetic field lines has less influence on the orbits. Fig. c) shows the traces of the ECE emission from
low relativistic electrons for different DED currents and d) the synchrotron radiation of the highly
relativistic electrons.

In contrast to ECE, the synchrotron radiation is optically thin and emitted in forward di-
rection of the momentary velocity vector; the opening angle amounts due to the Lorentz-
transformationθ = 1/γ whereγ is the relativistic mass factor. With increased electron energy,
more and more harmonics of the cyclotron frequency are generated forming at relativistic en-
ergies a continuous band of radiation. The radiation peak progresses to smaller wavelengths
and at the typical maximum TEXTOR runaway energies ofε = 25 MeV to 30 MeV, the emis-
sion maximum occurs in the IR spectral range at aboutλ = 5 m; at 50 MeV, the radiation
would extend to the visible spectral range.

ECE and synchrotron radiation provide information about the low and high relativistic
runaways in the plasma. Hard X-rays and neutrons are created when the runaway electrons
hit the vessel wall; therefore these data provide information about the runaway loss rate. The
threshold for the photo-neutron production amounts to a several MeV runaway electrons.

The orbits of the runaway electrons can be substantially different from the path of the mag-
netic field lines. Therefore a mapping method has been developed for constructing Poincaré
plots of the runaway dynamics. For low relativistic mass factors , the Poincaré plots for the
magnetic field and the runaways are practically identical while it deviates strongly for large
values ofγ. FIG. 1a shows the Poincaré plot of runaway orbits of 1.3 MeV under the influence
of the DED field and FIG. 1b is a similar plot for a runaway energy of 30 MeV. The abscissa
is the poloidal angle and the ordinate is the minor radius. The low field side corresponds to
θ/2π = 0 and 1 and the high field side toθ/2π= 0.5. One sees a strong erdodization of the
orbits near the plasma edge for the "low" energy while only isolated island chains remain
for the orbits of highly relativistic electrons. The strong deformation of the flux surfaces in
FIG. 1b results from the strong outward shift of runaway electrons with increasing energy.

FIG. 1c) and d) shows the emission of the low relativistic electrons (ECE-signal) and of the
highly relativistic ones (synchrotron signal) for different DED currents. In these discharges,
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Figure 2:left: a) Time trace of theHα - signal over the whole discharge (top) and with enhanced time
resolution (bottom). middle: b) Mirnov andHα -signals showing the ELM suppression by the DED.
right: c) βN versus the confinement factor H89 for H-mode (red balls), L-mode (black open circles)
and mitigated discharges (crosses).

the DED is ramped up between 3 s and 3.5 s to amplitudes of 0 kA, 4 kA, 6 kA and 7.5 kA.
One clearly sees the reduction of the ECE signal for all DED currentsIDED≥ 4 while the high
energy component is not yet affected atIDED = 4 (red curves). This is in good agreement with
the mapping results. Because of space limitations we cannot present the reduction of radial
distribution of the runaways for different DED currents.

4. ELM mitigation
On TEXTOR, special efforts have been started to achieve the limiter H-mode and to study

the ELM mitigation by the ergodization field. The H-mode is reached by reducingIp and
Bt(1T < Bt < 1.4T; Ip = 240kA), shifting the plasma to the high field side applying intense
heating; the H-mode threshold amounts to about 1.5 MW to 2 MW depending on the wall
conditions. FIG. 2 shows the development of the discharge in the characteristicHα radiation:
Up to 0.6 sIp andBt are ramped up to standard values 300 kA / 1.9 T; during the next second,
Bt andIp are ramped down simultaneously to the target value. The heating phase (co & ctr
NBI) starts at 2 s. The plasma remains about 200 ms in L-mode and then the ELMs set in.
The H-mode threshold is about twice the one of the scaling law for poloidal divertor devices
[16] and the ELM frequency amounts to about 500 Hz; increasing slightly withβN.

FIG. 2b shows the effect of the application of an ergodization field on the ELMs. In this ex-
ample, the DED current has been switched on before the heating phase and it is ramped down
during the heating phase. During the DED-phase, the ELM activity is clearly suppressed. If
at first the ELMs are excited and the DED is switched on subsequently, one observes the
same effect. The threshold for the DED suppression current is in both cases 3 kA for the
DED operating in them/n = 12/4 base mode, i.e. a relatively low DED current. Note, that the
suppression of the ELMs occurs in parallel with a reduction of the edge pressure gradient. So
far, no conditions could be obtained where the the ELMs are suppressed while the pedestal is
maintained.

Therefore, in contrast to the mitigation experiments on type I ELMs of DIII-D [17],[13]
show little confinement loss, the edge pedestal in TEXTOR is reduced while the global con-
finement is only moderately affected. FIG. 2c shows measured energy confinement time as
a function of the prediction of the ITERH89-L mode scaling. The H-mode discharges are
marked in red while the mitigated examples are the crosses. The crosses are in between the
L-mode data and those of the H-mode. We suspect that the obvious reduction of the con-
finement is due to the fact that the threshold value of the heating power can only barely be
exceeded in TEXTOR.
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Figure 3:Compilation of data on the spontaneous density built-up mode: a) Time trace of the density
(top) and of the DED current (botton), b) poloidal distribution of the target temperature as a function
of time, c) electron density profile development during the DED phase, d) time trace of the electron
density, e) time trace of the electron temperature, f) Laminar plot for the strongest confinement at a
DED current of 6.3 kA. The magnetic flux tubes from the wall have a relatively short connection length
to the q=2 surface.

5. Spontaneous density built-up by DED
By varying the edge safety factor of the plasma or the DED-current, it was found that

the plasma density increases in a resonant way without gas injection. This density rise is
in particular prominent in heated discharges shifted towards the high field side. "Resonant"
means that the density increase is observed at certain values e.g. of the plasma current during
a current ramp while at other values the density remains or even decreases.

In figure 3 is a compilation of different results is provided. FIG. 3a top shows the increase
of the line averaged electron density as a function of time for an optimumq(a) when the DED
current is increased (FIG. 3a bottom). It is interesting to see that the electron density increases
with DED-current, not linearly but in three distinct steps. Connected with the development of
the steps is also a characteristic modification of the footprint pattern (shown is one divertor
footprint pair) on the divertor target plates as shown in FIG. 3b [18]: At critical values of
the DED current new footprint structures appear which move with increasing away from
each other. The footprint pattern has been analyzed theoretically and it is attributed to an
opening of deeper and deeper island chains; the opening means that magnetic field lines from
the unstable hyperbolic points (X-points) are no longer confined in "sticky" regions in the
ergodic area but are connected to the walls. The agreement between theory and experiments
is excellent and the deepest island chain which can be touched is the one at the q=2 surface.
At a higher degree of ergodization, the plasma disrupts.

FIG. 3c shows the electron density profiles at different times during the discharge, time
traces ofne at different radial positions (FIG. 3d) and traces of the electron pressure for the
discharge (FIG. 3e). One sees that the density profile increases over the whole profile as well
as the stepwise increase of the density. The electron temperature decreases strongly in the
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Figure 4:Radial profiles of (a)Te , (b) ne and (c)Er before (black) and during(red) static 6/2 DED.
The vertical solid (dashed) line indicates the limiter position (separation of EZ/LZ).

ergodic zone as expected while the decrease in the core is moderate. For this reason the total
electron pressure increases over most of the plasma profile and decreases only at the very
edge.

We think that the opening of the ergodic field lines toward the wall as seen in the footprints
and the stepwise increase of the density are not accidental; we pose the hypothesis that the
density built-up is due to a subsequent modification of the electric potential at the resonances
q = 2.5, 2.25 and 2. FIG. 3f shows a laminar plot of the lengths of the magnetic field lines in
the outer plasma layer for the strong DED current of 6 kA. The colors represent the different
connection lengths. One sees, that the orange color penetrates to the surface ofψ/ψa = 0.62
which corresponds to theq=2 surface. This means that the those areas are connected to the
walls in less than 2.5 poloidal turns; therefore one would expect an efficient transport of the
potential between wall and theq=2 surface. The Poincaré plot (not shown here) shows the
strong ergodization up to theq=2 surface.

6. Turbulence properties
The impacts of the static DED (DC current) on the edge turbulence and turbulent transport

have been investigated in various DED scenarios under the following typical discharge con-
ditions: For them/n =12/4 base mode:Ip=250kA,BT=1.4T,R/a' 1.73 / 0.46 [m/m], DED
currentIDED=12kA; for 6/2 base mode:Ip=270 kA,BT=1.9T,R/a'1.73 / 0.46,IDED= 6kA;
and for the 3/1 base mode:Ip=250kA,BT=1.9T,R/a' 1.75 / 0.48,IDED= 1-2 kA.

The measurements were made by two Langmuir probe arrays installed at the outer mid-
plane. The radial extension of the probe measurements covers both the ergodic zone (EZ)
and the laminar zone (LZ), the distinction being made by the connection length of field lines,
Lc, about 3-4 polodial turns at the separation locus [3]. Inside the EZ, the Chirikov param-
eter is larger than 1 and theLc is longer than the Kolmogorov length, whereas in the LZ
the Lc is shorter. In this investigation, the edge equilibrium (fluctuating) electron tempera-
tureTe(T̃e), densityne(ñe) and floating potentialΦ f (Φ̃ f ) are detected by a triple probe [19].
The radial electric fieldEr is derived from the plasma potentialΦp = Φ f + 2.5Te [20]. The
turbulent particle fluxΓ f l is computed from and fluctuating poloidal electric field (ẼΘ ) by
Γ f l =〈ñeẼΘ〉/BΦ.

Using the two-point cross-correlation technique [21], the poloidal (radial) fluctuation spec-
tra S(k, f ) can be calculated, and hence, the correlation length of turbulence eddies can be
estimated from thek spectrum width. The measurements were performed before and during
the static DED phases. The results for different DED configurations are quite similar.

FIG. 4 plots the typical equilibrium profiles ofTe , ne andEr before and during the static
DED. With DED, Te strongly decreases in the LZ and in the scrape-off layer (SOL), while
ne increases in both the EZ/LZ areas. During DED theEr changes its sign from negative
to positive in most of the LZ and EZ, due to probably the faster moving of electrons than
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Figure 5: (a) Radial profiles of ensemble-averaged turbulent flux before (balls) and during (squares)
static 3/1 DED; (b)S( f ) of ñe and (c)S(k) of Φ̃ f before (black) and during (red) static 6/2 DED. The
ω∗,e(ω∗,i) denotes the electron (ion) diamagnetic drift direction.

Figure 6:Radial profiles of (a)lcr and (b)lcΘ before (solid balls) and during (open triangles) static
6/2 DED. The vertical solid (dashed) line indicates the limiter position (separation of EZ/LZ).

massive ions along the field lines to the wall. It is noted that theEr shear is reduced by DED
at all radial locations. For fluctuations, the significant changes occur in the EZ, but not in the
LZ. Inside the EZ, the fluctuation amplitudes of̃Φ f andẼΘ are strongly suppressed whereas
for ñe the modification is small. An intriguing change is observed on the phase shift between
ñe and ẼΘ, which results in a reversal of theΓ f l direction from radially outwards (>0) to
inwards (<0), as shown in FIG. 5(a). Further profound changes of the turbulence properties
inside EZ can be seen from the frequency and wavenumber spectra, as plotted in FIGS. 5(b)
and (c). Before DED for all of̃ne, Φ̃ f and ẼΘ fluctuationsS( f ) displays coherent modes
with peaks at about 10 kHz and 50 kHz. With DED the modes are all destroyed andS( f )
becomes exponential, suggesting an energy redistribution at different frequency components.
FIG. 5(c) shows that (i) for smallkΘ(−1< kΘ < 1cm−1),S(kΘ) is largely reduced, indicating
a suppression of large scale turbulence structures; (ii) before/during DED, theS(kΘ) is power
weighted inω∗,e/ω∗,i direction, implying a change in the poloidal propagation direction of
fluctuations, which is indeed consistent with the reversal of theEr ×B rotation. Shown in
FIG. 6 are the radial profiles oflcr and lcΘ , i. e., the radial and poloidal correlation length
of turbulence eddies. One can clearly see thatlcr (and alsolcΘ ) reacts differently to DED
in the distinct EZ and LZ area. Inside the EZ, bothlcr and lcΘ decrease due to the strong
ergodization of field lines, implying a de-correlation effect of DED on turbulence eddies. In
contrast, in the LZ, where the magnetic ergodization is no longer efficient,lcr and lcΘ both
increase on account of a reducedEr ×B flow shear in the laminar layer as observed. The
results have significant implications for unravelling a controlling role of DED on the edge
turbulence.
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7. Summary
The DED provides the access a large variety of physics questions. Topics in the past were

e.g. the modified edge transport and the resulting effects of the divertor physics, on impurity
shielding, on the plasma rotation induced by the perturbation field and on the generation of
tearing modes and their suppression by ECRH. This article treats some other recent topics,
namely the analysis of enhanced particle losses by runaway electrons, the suppression of
ELMs, a scenario of enhanced confinement and the modification of turbulence properties due
to the DED-field. It has been found that relativistic runaway electrons can indeed been used as
test particles to reveal ergodized magnetic field lines which provide runaway orbits from the
confined region to the walls. However, the runaways do not easily reflect the ergodic structure;
the orbits depend on the runaway energy: while low relativistic electrons have practically the
structure of the field lines, the high relativistic electrons show substantial less ergodization.
This trend was verified experimentally.

The suppression of ELMs has been studied on a limiter H-mode on TEXTOR. It is found
that a relatively small perturbation field leads to the suppression of the ELMs. Since TEXTOR
is underpowered with respect to the limiter H-mode, the edge pedestal in TEXTOR is reduced
while the global confinement is only moderately affected.

Ergodization has been introduced in tokamaks for enhancing the plasma transport at the
edge in order to distribute the heat flux to a larger area and to reduce the impurity influx.
Nevertheless, the ergodization can also establish plasma states with enhanced density built-
up. The enhancement is a resonant process and is found for selected values ofq(a) and for a
strongly inward shifted plasmas. We pose the hypothesis that this mode is related to magnetic
flux tubes which connect a relatively deep plasma layer in a short distance with the walls.

Langmuir measurements with two probe arrays show a strong influence of the ergodiza-
tion on the edge equilibrium profiles and the turbulence properties as well, especially in the
ergodic region, where the turbulent flux reverses direction, large scale eddies are suppressed,
correlation length is reduced and the turbulence energy redistribution occurs. All of these
items indicate a controlling role of the DED on the edge turbulence.
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